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Preface

Opening Addresses of Koi Herpesvirus Disease Symposium

Proceedings on “International Symposium on Koi Herpesvirus Disease”
– Strategy for Koi Hepesvirus Disease Control–

Keynote
Initial Isolation and Characterization of a Herpes-like Virus (KHV) from Koi and
Common Carp
Ronald P. HEDRICK, Oren GILAD, Susan C. YUN, Terry S. MCDOWELL, Thomas B.
WALTZEK, Garry O. KELLEY and Mark A. ADKISON

Country Report
Europe
Prevention of a Mortal Disease of Carps Induced by the Carp Interstitial Nephritis and Gill Necrosis
Virus (CNGV) in Israel
Ariel RONEN, Ayana PERELBERG, Marina HUTORAN, Yechiam SHAPIRA,
Michael STEINITZ, Berta LEVAVI-SIVAN, Eli PIKARSKY and Moshe KOTLER

KHVD Occurrence, Diagnosis, Control, Research, and Future in The Netherlands and Europe
Marc Y. ENGELEMSMA and Olga L.M. HAENEN

Asia
Indonesian Experience on the Outbreak of Koi Herpesvirus in Koi and Carp (Cyprinus Carpio)
Agus SUNARTO, Akhmad RUKYANI and Toshiaki ITAMI

The Status of Viral Diseases of Carp in Korea: Its Control and Research Development
Mi Young CHO, Sang-Kyu SHON and Soo-II PARK
Viral Studies on Carp Disease in China – with a Special Reference to Herpesvirus on Common Carp
Xu PAO and Min KUANHONG

Quarantine, Surveillance and Monitoring of Koi Herpesvirus in Singapore
Kai Huat LING, Susan Ling Fung KUEH and Yew Kwang POH

Thailand’s Current Quarantine Status on Aquatic Animal Diseases
Somikiat KANCHANAKHAN

Japan
Survivability of Fish Pathogenic Viruses in Environmental Water, and Inactivation of Fish Viruses
Mamoru YOSHIMIZU, Toko YOSHINAKA, Shuichi HATORI and Hisae KASAI

The Present State of Carp Fisheries and Aquaculture in Japan
Kazumasa IKUTA and Motoyoshi YAMAGUCHI

Diagnosis of Koi Herpesvirus (KHV) Disease in Japan
Motohiko SANO, Takafumi ITO, Jun KURITA, Satoshi MIWA and Takaji IIDA

The Status of Koi Herpesvirus Disease Outbreaks in Lake Kasumigaura and Kitaura
Youji TAKASHIMA, Naoki WATANABE, Takanori YANAI and Takeo NAKAMURA

Preventive Measures against Koi Herpesvirus Disease in Fancy Carp in Niigata Prefecture
Kazuo YAMADA, Hideyuki KARAKISAWA and Hiroko WATANABE

Research Activities (Japan & Philippines)
Further Researches for the Control of KHVD in Japan
Satoshi MIWA

Proposed Activities for Koi Herpesvirus Disease at the SEAFDEC Aquaculture Department
Kazuya NAGASAWA